Integration over connection type variables in the path integral for the discrete form of the first order formulation of general relativity theory is studied. The result (a generalized function of the rest of variables of the type of tetrad or elementary areas) can be defined through its moments, i. e. integrals of it with the area tensor monomials. In our previous paper these moments have been defined by deforming integration contours in the complex plane as if we had passed to an Euclidean-like region. In the present paper we define and evaluate the moments in the genuine Minkowsky region. The distribution of interest resulting from these moments in this non-positively defined region contains the divergences. We prove that the latter contribute only to the singular (δ-function like) part of this distribution with support in the non-physical region of the complex plane of area tensors while in the physical region this distribution (usual function) confirms that defined in our previous paper which decays exponentially at large areas.
Introduction
In the previous paper [1] we have considered integration over the discrete connection type variable in the path integral for the discrete version of the first order formulation of Einstein gravity. Definition of the Euclidean version of the path integral requires special treatment because of unboundedness of the action [2] . If we are left in the Minkowsky region, we have to carefully define integrals over the exponentially growing on the Lorentz boosts Haar measure on the discrete SO(3,1) connections. These can be given sense of the generalized functions.
The notations and motivating features of the approach are discussed in Ref. [1] .
Originally in the continuum formulation we would have the first order general relativity action known as the Holst action [3] parameterized by the Barbero-Immirzi parameter [4, 5] . Usual perturbative definition of the functional (continual) integral does not work because of the nonrenormalizability of the theory of gravity. So we consider a minisuperspace system with finite number of the degrees of freedom. The path integral becomes usual multiple integral and can be directly evaluated. In the case of gravity we have natural minisuperspace formulation called Regge calculus or simplicial gravity [6, 7] . This formulation deals with the piecewise flat spacetime (collection of the flat four-dimensional tetrahedra or 4-simplices) whose geometry is completely described by the edge lengths. It has an important property of being able to approximate in some sense arbitrarily accurately any given arbitrary curved spacetime when triangulation (edge) length dynamical variables take on their values in certain region (are sufficiently small). So any quantum amplitude is defined, among others, also by paths passing arbitrarily closely to any given arbitrary spacetime. That is, we can expect that using the Regge minisuperspace on quantum level we do not lose essential degrees of freedom connected with non-piecewise-flat spacetimes. Methodologically, the simplicial gravity resembles field theory on the dynamical lattice whose spacings (edge lengths) are dynamical variables themselves. It would be of significance for consistency and finiteness of the theory if, roughly speaking, the quantum probability distribution for the simplicial edge lengths were concentrated around certain finite nonzero values of the order of Plank scale. Then we would have something like usual lattice but with spacings fixed dynamically.
Invoking the notion of discrete tetrad and connection first considered in Ref. [8] we have suggested in Ref. [9] representation of the Einstein action 1 2 R √ −gd 4 x on the piecewise flat manifold in terms of selfdual and antiselfdual parts of area tensors and of finite rotation SO(4) (SO (3, 1) in the Minkowsky case) matrices.
Integration over these connection type variables in the path integral studied just has relevance to the probability distribution for the simplicial lengths. The selfdual and antiselfdual representations of Ref. [9] can be generally combined into the oneparametric family of real representations for the action,
where γ is the discrete analog of the Barbero-Immirzi parameter denoted by the same letter. Here tors are not independent, but nothing prevents us from studying analytical properties in the extended region of varying area tensors as if these were independent variables more general than bivectors. Namely, we consider integral
The integrand in Eq. (2) effectively depends on Ω σ 3 s through their products R σ 2 s.
The latter on a certain set of the triangles F are functions of others, {R σ 2 : σ 2 ∈ F }, due to the Bianchi identities [6] . The overall number of the connections Ω σ 3 is larger than the number of independent curvatures {R σ 2 : σ 2 ∈ F } by a number of some connections taken as purely gauge ones. Fixing the latter, Ω σ 3 = 1, means extension of any 4-simplex local frame to the global one across these σ 3 s while other σ 3 s are viewed in two copies separated by the cuts along them (or, equally to say, by the single multi-branch cut). Any such cut (or, equally to say, a branch of the multi-branch cut)
is made along a chain of the tetrahedrons σ 3 k , k = 1, 2, . . . passing successively through the triangles σ
and
(may be, up to possible change
due to the invariance of the Haar measure. Therefore, up to integrations over the connections taken as purely gauge ones, the integration element σ 3 DΩ σ 3 is reduced to that one over independent curvatures, σ 2 ∈F DR σ 2 .
It quite may be that a triangle σ 2 cannot be written as σ belongs to the set F on which the curvatures are functions of the independent ones,
Redenote area tensors of the triangles of F as v σ 2 → τ σ 2 . So we get (up to integrations over the purely gauge Ω σ 3 s)
In the consistent path integral approach in the theory with independent area tensors the τ σ 2 s should be considered as fixed [1] . (These are the discrete analogs of the gauge fixed (non-dynamical) variables in the canonical formalism resulting in the continuous time limit. The triangles of F can be described as those containing the lapse-shift edges being the discrete analogs of the lapse-shift vectors.)
Example of the simplicial structure quite universal for approximating any smooth geometry is that constructed of the sequence of the same three-dimensional simplicial structures (leaves). The construction proceeds by adding the new links connecting the vertices of the each two neighboring leaves. Namely, each two analogous vertices in both leaves are connected; besides that, we add one of the two possible diagonals in the each quadrangle formed by two analogous edges in the both leaves (and by two else links connecting analogous ends of these edges between the leaves). Thereby, in particular, the space between the two neighboring leaves is divided into the four-dimensional prisms with bases being the 3-simplices σ 3 of these leaves. The overall complex is divided into the four-dimensional prisms. The above purely gauge connections "live" on the internal 3-simplices σ 3 of the 4-prisms. (The 4-prism does not contain internal curvature and can be considered as flat.) The cuts can be made along the threedimensional lateral faces of the 4-prisms, the three-dimensional prisms themselves.
The triangles σ 2 ∈ F are those belonging to the two-dimensional lateral faces of the 3-prisms, i. e. to the two-dimensional prisms or bands consisting of the triangles.
Some features of the behavior of the expressions like (6) can be illustrated by the following model integral,
Here A is modelling value of the spacelike area, − ± v 2 σ 2 ; ψ is modelling a Lorentz boost angle; λ is modelling cos θ, θ being the angle between The known asymptotic of the hypergeometric function at large parameters [12] , A → ∞,
The exponential suppression observed at large areas is favorable for the internal consistency of the simplicial description. However, occurrence of the δ-function δ(A) is not good for the consistency for this would mean either degenerate configuration or returning to the continuum description formally just corresponding to the infinitely fine triangulation A → 0.
Remarkable is that the actual expression (6) 2 Defining the moments of the path integral distribution As mentioned above, we regard Eq. (6) as function of arbitrary
* which we redenote as v, v * in the main body of the paper. To be specific, we study the following integrals,
Here γ = (c 1 ...c λ ),δ = (ḋ 1 ...ḋ µ ) are multiindices; the dot on an index has the only sense that corresponding vector component enters complex conjugated. The h(z) is analytical
Here
as a term in Taylor expansion of possible dependence on R of the factors provided by R σ 2 in other triangles due to the Bianchi identities.
Generally Eq. (9) is a distribution (generalized function) and has sense being integrated with the suitable probe functions. For the latter we chose those ones for which corresponding integrals could be easily defined. Let us issue from the integral of
and change overall integration order: first integrate over d 6 v, then over d 6 r. Here
The α,β are multiindices. The only sense of distinguishing between superscripts and subscripts is that the former refer to v, v * , the latter refer to r, r * . Call (11) the moment of N γδ (specified by α, β, l, m). (11) we get derivatives of the δ-function δ 6 (r) ≡ δ 3 (Re r) δ 3 (Im r) which are then integrated over DR. Finiteness is provided by analyticity of this measure at r, r * → 0 w.r.t. r, r * viewed as independent complex variables,
In general case h(z) = const · z integral also can be defined. Again, consideration goes through intermediate appearance of δ-functions . For that we make use of special structure of the exponential in (9) and temporarily pass to components of v which remind spherical ones, but are modified for complex case,
The orthogonal pair e 1 , e 2 is specified by three angles, e. g. by azimuthal θ 1 and polar ϕ 1 angles of e 1 and polar angle ϕ 2 of e 2 (in the plane orthogonal to e 1 ). The integration measure in the coordinates u, w, ρ, θ 1 , ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 is
Unlike the Euclidean case, n varies in the noncompact region. Therefore when we consider integrals over d 4 n at an intermediate stage below, we imply these being temporarily regularized by, e. g., requiring |ρ| < Λ at some large but finite Λ. The u, w are defined via (u + iw) 2 = v 2 , i. e. the region of variation for u + iw is a half of the complex plane. For example, for the standard choice of the cut for square root function u ≥ 0. However, integration over du in (11) can be extended to the full real axis (−∞, +∞). This is only possible because formal putting u → −u, w → −w is equivalent to e 1 → −e 1 , e 2 → −e 2 in (11) due to the oddness of h(z). Such identity of integration points leads to δ-functions of h,
where
The derivatives δ (j+2l+2) (h)δ (k+2m+2) (h * ) can be expanded into combinations of the derivatives of δ 2 (z) ≡ δ(x)δ(y), z ≡ nr = x − iy. These combinations can be found by
thus we find coefficient of
(This term is nonzero at (j − n)(mod2) = 0, (k − p)(mod2) = 0, j + 2l + 2 ≥ n, k + 2m + 2 ≥ p.) Let us use formula (14) read from right to left, now at h(z) = z,
Summation over n, p with the coefficients found in (18) gives us (14) which being integrated over r c 1 ...r c λ (r d 1 ...r dµ ) * DR yields the moment
with the "generating function"
We have extended summation to infinite set of the nonnegative integers n, p keeping in mind that upon applying (d/dh) j+2l+2 (d/dh * ) k+2m+2 (·) h,h * =0 only finite number of terms at the given finite j, k, l, m (pointed out after formula (18)) are active.
Isolating the divergences
Generally there are divergences in the integral over v from small v in the definition (21) when we remove the above mentioned regularization |ρ|<Λ
for the noncompact angle parameter ρ in the spacetime with non-positively defined metric, Λ → ∞. Here we find that at h(z) ∝ z or arcsin z these divergences do not effect the physical value of N γδ (v, v * ) recovered from the moments. In particular, at h(z) ∝ arcsin z these divergences can be attributed to the terms in N γδ (v, v * ) having support on the discrete set of points v 2 = 4n 2 (1 + i/γ) −2 with integer n > 0. These points lay outside the physical region Im v 2 = 0.
Namely, consider the terms z n C n (z * ) or C n (z)z * n in I αβ γδ (z, z * ) with holomorphic
with support at the points v 2 = 4ñ
Proof. Consider the term z n C n (z * ). The dependence of the corresponding contri-
At z = sin 
). This just corresponds to the term in
Below we find that the moments can be made well-defined by subtracting certain terms z n C n (z * ) or C n (z)z * n from I Below we imply the moments with just these lengths of α, β.
subtracting certain singular terms with support at 
At h(z) ∝ arcsin z use lemma 1: this generating function defines moments of somẽ N γδ (v, v * ) which coincides with N γδ (v, v * ) in the region with nonphysical points (at
at n ≤ j does not contribute to the moments ((22) vanishes).
Expansion over z, z * gives nonnegative powers of v 2 , v * 2 ,
so that we can remove the regularization, Λ → ∞, explicitly performing integration over the whole complex plane of v,
due to analyticity (Cauchy-Riemann conditions). This is key point for the factorization to occur. Complex dummy variables r, r * in the RHS of (26) can equally be viewed as real independent variables, the result being the same. This looks as replacing integration over SO(3,1) by integration over SO(4). Eventually we trace back to (24) where now v, r, z on one hand and v * , r * , z * on another hand can be taken as independent real variables. Then z, z * on which the resultĨ αβ γδ depends can be continued to the desired region. Therefore 2
Here integration is performed over real SO(3), Im r = 0, r 2 ≤ 1, and over real v. ♠ Thus, the overall calculation is reduced to the separate ones in the selfdual and antiselfdual sectors and proceeds analogously to that one made in our Ref. [1] in the Euclidean-like notations.
In what follows the actual case h(z) ∝ arcsin z is considered.
Basic integrals
According to the above said, consider only, say, selfdual (holomorphic) parts N γ (v),
with initial conditions
This gives
To study the tensor structure of N γ (v) w. r. t. the multiindex γ, we take, as above mentioned, the multiindex α inĨ α γ (z) with j = λ. If we consider j < λ, the power of r entering the integral (35) with support at v 2 = 4ñ 2 (1 + i/γ) −2 , n = 1, 2, . . . , i. e. it is equivalent to zero in the physical region. In particular, we have zero if we contract the two indices in γ,
..c λ } (using for studying the resulting structure theM α γ (l) with α at j = λ − 2). The requirement for the symmetrical structure composed of δ ab and n a = v a /v to vanish when contracted over a pair of indices allows to fix this structure uniquely (up to an overall scalar factor). On the other hand, such the structure is easily written as, e. g.,
(at v = 0). To define the scalar N λ , we put λ = j and consider the moment M α γ with α, γ contracted,
By (20) this is related toĨ α α (z). Only the lowest power of r is essential in the integral (35) forĨ α α (z), the higher powers of r turn out to lead, according to the above said, to the uninteresting terms in N γδ (v, v * ) with support at v 2 = 4ñ
. . . . Then we have the same constant
as in (37) which factors out inĨ α α (z). Thus C j is canceled in the resulting equation,
Again, we have thrown away (in the last line) the terms being the derivatives of
, the dots being a product of the derivatives of z. These terms result in the terms in N γδ (v, v * ) with support at the nonphysical
Expand z j+1 over harmonics, 
to get integral representation for sin hn ln cos 
It is useful to perform explicit summation of the fractions under the sum sign reducing these to a common denominator. A number of the leading at small v 2 power terms in the resulting nominator vanish according to the equality
Only the maximal power of v 2 in the nominator survives simultaneously providing the behavior ∝ v −2 of this sum at large v 2 with the coefficient defined by
In overall, we arrive at Every term in these series is a product of the expressions of the type of Eq. (45) over all the triangles σ 2 ∈ F . This term includes the universal suppression factor being the product of the Eqs. (47) over all the triangles σ 2 ∈ F , i. e. not containing the lapse-shift edges (times the same factor complex conjugated). This is sufficient also for the suppression of the link lengths [1] . Also this term has regular behavior at small v σ 2 s.
It is an interesting question whether the result of such calculations can be expressed in some explicit closed form. Presumably it might be some special deformation of the integration contours in the Eq. (6) representing it in the form of an absolutely convergent integral with the above properties.
Thus, the result of integration over connection in the Minkowsky path integral for simplicial gravity while being distribution in the configuration superspace of independent area tensors is well defined ordinary function in the physical region of bivectors.
The result confirms our previous one based on evaluation of the moments of the distribution of interest in the Euclidean-like region.
The basic integrals over which the result of integration over connections in the general path integral can be expanded are evaluated. These are exponentially suppressed at large areas and regular at small ones.
